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EDITORIAL
The content of this issue of JITA consists of ive papers.
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The irst paper, entitled “Multidimensional Numbers and Semantic Numeration Systems. Theoretical Foundation and Application” by Alexander Ju. Chunikhin,
presents a new class of numeration systems, namely Semantic Numeration Systems. The methodological background and theoretical foundations of such systems
are considered. The concepts of abstract entity, entanglement and valence of abstract entities, and the topology of the numeration system are introduced. The proposed classi ication of semantic numeration systems allows to choose the numeration system depending on the problem being solved.
The next paper is “Implementation of The Neural Network Algorithm In Advanced Databases by Šikanjić Nedeljko, Zoran Ž. Avramović and Esad Jakupović.
This paper presents the progress of humanity closely related to the progress of
technology. The highlight of the development of technology will occur when the
machines are able to do what they learn and know; think and make decisions on
their own without human help. In this paper we.
The third article is “E-mail forensics: techniques and tools for forensic investigation of one court case” by Ljubomir Lazić. E-mail has emerged as the most important application on the Internet for communication of messages, delivery of
documents and carrying out transactions and is used not only from computers, but
many other electronic gadgets such as mobile phones. This paper is an attempt to
illustrate e-mail architecture from forensics perspective. Also, this paper projects
the need for e-mail forensic investigation and lists various methods and tools used
for its realization.
The paper “Psychological connection between colors and certain characteristic
terms”, by Nedim, presents results of a research on psychological connection between 40 offered colors and 91 terms from everyday life. Similar researches have
been conducted and published in a number of instances in domestic and foreign
bibliography, but this research has certain particularities that are not often present
in other articles. For one thing, colors whose associativity with certain terms is being analyzed are shown in a table, their name and code in the RGB system of color
marking are provided.
The last article in this issue is “Safety aspects in shared medical IT environment”
by Igor Dugonjić, Mihailo Travar, Gordan Bajić, Regional PACS and other shared
medical systems are primary intended for sharing medical images. In these systems, the number of users is signi icantly increased in relation to local systems,
and the fact is that the public network is very frequently used for data transfer. As
medical data are very sensitive, such situation creates considerable risk regarding
privacy, integrity and right to access to these data. This paper includes the most
frequent risks and methods to solve these issues as well as recommendations for
safe use of cloud computing systems in order to implement these systems.
On behalf of the Editorial Board we would like to thank the authors for their
high quality contributions, and also the reviewers for the effort and time invested
into the preparation of this issue of Journal of Information Technology and Applications.
Editors, Gordana Radic, Editor-in-Chief, Zoran Avramović, Dušan Starcevic
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Abstract: In this article, we present a new class of numeration systems, namely Semantic Numeration Systems. The methodological
background and theoretical foundations of such systems are considered. The concepts of abstract entity, entanglement and valence
of abstract entities, and the topology of the numeration system are introduced. The proposed classi ication of semantic numeration
systems allows to choose the numeration system depending on the problem being solved. Examples of the use of a two-dimensional
number system for image compression problems and computation of a two-dimensional convolution are given.
Keywords: Semantics, Abstract Entity, Entanglement, Numeration System.

INTRODUCTION
The modern world is characterized as an everincreasing volume of stored and processed information, as the growing diversity and complexity of algorithms for its processing. A key role in such areas as
the theory of formal languages and automata, control
systems and arti icial intelligence systems, cryptography and image processing belongs to digital data
processing. Along with the search for new algorithms
of the digital processing, the search for effective systems for representing numbers and operating with
them (i.e. numeration systems) has begun.
From systems with non-natural bases, combinatorial and Fibonacci [5, 6] to numeration systems
with double and multiple bases [4] - this is the range
of theoretical searches and attempts of application.
The generalized presentation of these efforts was
found in the concept of abstract number systems
[1, 8] as an in inite regular language over a totally
ordered alphabet. However, all these systems have,
one way or another, one basic object of speculation the basis of the numeration system.
December 2018

Is there a way to "look" at a numeration system
in a different way? What else, besides the base, can
become a generatrix of the numeration system? Are
there other number systems, except systems of natural, integer, rational, real and complex numbers?
And if so, what could be their representation systems? Where and how can this be applied?

METAPHYSICS OF NUMBER
In modern mathematics the concept of a number
is considered as basic, intuitively clear and not exactly de ined. Only the main purpose of numbers is
indicated: counting and ordering.
Perhaps, the irst (and, as far as the author
knows, the only) scientist who gave the de inition
of the concept of number (though not mathematical,
but philosophical) is A.F. Losev. In [7] he points out
that “a number is a de inite form, or type, of pure
semantic positing...”. One is a steady of the abstract
act of positing. The homogeneity of acts of positing
determines the uniformity of the ones that make
up the number. Those the key moment in the set of
Journal of Information Technology and Applications
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natural numbers is the equipoise - "it is the same always and everywhere" [7].
However, the number is not just a collection of
ones. According to A.F. Losev "the number is nothing other than a de inite totality of elements". Let us
give the phrase "de initely totality" a modern vision.
We present the following de inition of a number:
The number is the steady of the entanglement of
pure semantic positing acts.
The formalization of the collection of ones in a
number is realized precisely by the abstract act of
entangled them into one whole. We will call this
"act-glueing" as semantic entanglement and denote
it as.
Semantic entanglement is a mental attitude in
which the state of two or more objects (entities)
must be described in a semantic relationship with
each other (as one), even if the individual objects
(entities) are not related to each other physically
by the relations of generation, inclusion, interaction
etc.
Only the semantically entangled ones form the
cardinal characteristic of a set of ones, i.е. number
as a pure quantity:
N = card ({1, 1, …, 1}) = (1, 1, ..., 1).
The limit of semantic entanglement of ones in
the "whole" on the m-th act of positing leads to the
stopping of the process of further generation of
"next" numbers and ixation of another one: 1m, i.e.
m-ki. This possibility of the other ones positing also
makes it possible to construct positional numeration systems. One is always a semantic one of some
(abstract) entity. In positional numeration systems,
entities form the positions.
Let us introduce the concept of the (cardinal) Abstract Entity (Æ), the basic properties of which will
be the ability to take it essence in discrete portions
(units), accumulate them, keep them, and in the case
of excess, transfer the result of over low to another
Abstract Entities that entangled with it:
Æi = (i, n, Р | α  , q, p),
where i is the name (identi ier) of Æi; n - cardinal
capacity of Æ (the threshold of accumulation of entity ones 1i); α is the number of ones contained in
Æ, within its capacity (α <n);  - an over low - the
number of ones equal to or greater than the Æ capacity (  n); q is the number of ones arriving at
the Æi input from the connected Æj; p is the over-
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low transfer value; P is the P-rule for determining
the over low transfer value (carry). Here  n, α, ,
q, p  N0.
We call the "constant" part Æi = (i, n, P) the signature of Æi, and the "variable" (α  , q, p) as its state.

The semantic postulate of positional
numeration systems
Proposition 1. The fact of over lowing of some entity Æi makes sense for another entity Æj.
On the assumption of the accepted methodological setting, it makes sense to talk about the directional semantic entanglement of abstract entities, in
this case - the positions of the numeration system.
The directional semantic entanglement of abstract
entities Æi Æj or Æj = Ent (Æi) here means that the
result of the over low of the entity Æi in the form of
the number pi (carry) becomes the one(-s) 1j of the
entity Æj in a meaningful way. In this case, the fact of
carry formation in the entity Æi coincides with the
fact of the assumption of the one 1j in the entity Æj
that is semantically entangled with Æi .
Thus, any positional numeration system (PNS) is
a collection of direct entangled abstract entities of a
given signature:
PNS =  Æ = Ent(…Ent(Æi)…).

Multinumbers and Polynumbers
The assumption of the heterogeneity of acts of
positing with subsequent entanglement leads to
the concept of a multiset, or a set with repeating
elements. In other words, the multiset contains semantically entangled entities that have independent
cardinals:
ММ = (a |#a; b |#b;...; c |#c).
If we introduce certain m-ary multirelations on
the set of elements and assume the multiplicity of
these elements, then we will speak of polysets [2].
Example. A = (one blue cube, eleven red pyramids, three black spheres, seven green cones, and
ive black cones).
A system of semantically entangled cardinals of multisets will be called multinumbers,
and of polysets are called polynumbers. For
polynumbers in [2, 3], the concept of a multidimensional natural number was introduced and
the Peano system of such numbers was justi ied.
What kind of number system should provide reprewww.jita-au.com
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sentation and account of heterogeneous semantically entangled entities?
Let us move on to semantic numeration systems.
It is in the semantic numeration system the concept of directed entanglement of heterogeneous Abstract Entities arises due to the semantic entanglement of heterogeneous acts of positing.
Proposition 2. The fact of over low of some entity
Æi is meaningful for (several) other entities Æj, ..., Æk.
Æk
Æi Æj or Æj = Ent(Æi )  Æk = Ent(Æi ).
Proposition 3. For some entity Æi, the facts of
over lowing (several) other entities Æj, ..., Æk are
meaningful.
ÆkÆi ili Æi = Ent(Æj)  Æi = Ent(Æk).
Æj
Thus, in the general case, the abstract entity can
both "perceive" the results of the over low of m
other entities, and "transfer" the result of its overlow to other abstract entities. The number of Æs,
adhered to a given Æi by its input, will be called the
passive valence of Æi and will be denoted as Wi. The
number of Æs, adhered to a given Æi by its output,
will be called the active valence of Æi and will be denoted as Vi.
For any Æ as the position of the semantic numeration system, now:
Æi = (i | ni, Wi, Vi, Рi | αi  wi, qi, pi),
where i is the name (identi ier) of Æ - in general, a
tuple of partial names (characters, numbers) that
constitute the full name of Æi; ni - the capacity of Æi
(or the threshold); Wi is the passive valence; Vi is the
active valence; αi is the number of ones contained
in Æi, within its capacity (αi <ni); wi - over low (wi
 ni); qi - the number of units of the entity that have
simultaneously entered the input Æi from the others
Æs connected to it; pi is the over low transfer value
(carry). Pi is the P-rule for Æi.
The choice of Æs, their signatures and the method
of the formation of a numeration system from them
should be determined precisely by the given semantic interaction of entities within the framework of
the problem being solved. The structure of the numeration system in accordance with the speci ied
December 2018
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interaction semantics of Æs will be called the topology of valence entanglement (or valent entanglement
matrix - VEM) of semantic numeration system (SNS).
Thus, the SNS description will consist of a signature:
Signt (SNS) = <I, i. | n., [VEM], P.>,
and a state:
State (SNS) = < α.  ., q., p. >

Classi ication of semantic numeration
systems
By the variability of the structure (topology of valence entanglement):
- constants;
- variables:
- functionally de ined / assigned;
- uncertain (random, fuzzy).
By the regularity of the structure:
- regular, i.e. invariant to the structural shift (for example, a 2D lattice);
- irregular.
By the variability of the abstract entities signatures:
• By directions:
- isotropic (identical in all directions);
- anisotropic (different in different directions).
• Inside each direction:
- homogeneous (ni (dirl) = const);
- heterogeneous (ni (dirl) = var);
- mixed (homogeneous in one direction and heterogeneous in others).
By type of valence:
- isovalent (Wi = Vi, "Æi);
- heterovalent ($Æi, Wi  Vi);
By type of P-rule:
- standard numerical (p = [ / n], α` =  mod (n));
- special (p = f (, n, i)).
On stability:
- stable (the procedure for representing a multinumber in SNS ends in a inite number of steps);
- unstable (the procedure is in inite).
By the controllability of the signature:
- autonomous (not controlled, hard-set);
- controlled (adaptive or under external control).
Along with the representation of numbers, any
numeration system should provide the realization
of elementary arithmetic operations with them.
For SNS with a regular structure (2D lattice) in [2],
operations of addition and multiplication of twodimensional numbers are justi ied. A one-to-one
Journal of Information Technology and Applications
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correspondence between the sum and products of
multidimensional numbers and their representations in the 2D lattice SNS is proved.

Applications
1. Compression of black and white images.
The main idea of the proposed method of image
(or fragment) compression is to give the digital relief
of the image the sense of the representation of the
polynumber A in a regular isotropic SNS with nij = 2
and Wij = Vij = 2, "Æij. By the inverse transformation
from the given representation, we get the polynumber A as a more compact numerical set intended for
storage or transmission. Restoration of the image
(decompression) consists in making the procedure
for representing the polynumber A in the same SNS.

N2 = 23 → <23>00 = A
Block diagram of a communication system based
on a new data compression principle.

In the diagram: PU - partition unit, PNF polynumber former, CSG - code sequence generator,
TM- transmitter, PNSU – polynumber selection unit,
PNRep – polynumber representation, IF – image former.
To compress halftone images, it is necessary to
use a regular isotropic SNS with a base equal to the
number of gray gradations.
Advantages of the proposed approach to data
compression are:
1. The possibility of implementing progressive
data(image) compression.
2. Potentially high compression ratio.
3. The possibility of lossless data compression.
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4. The simplicity of the decoding (restoring)
data algorithm on the receiving side.
5. The possibility of adaptive regulation of the
transmitted (decoded) information volume
depending on the permissible level of losses.
2. The method of calculating the two-dimensional convolution.
The basis for digital information processing is
computational algorithms for convolution and discrete Fourier transform. The calculation of convolutions (one-dimensional and multidimensional)
is currently carried out with the help of discrete
Fourier transform algorithms, polynomial-theoretic
and number-theoretic transformations. The main
disadvantages of the Fourier transform are: the use
of transcendental functions (sin and cos), the use of
complex arithmetic even with real convolution. It
leads to a doubling of the numerical ields dimension.
Linear two-dimensional convolution in general form
is expressed as
  h(m1, m2) x(r1-m1, r2-m2) = y(r1, r2),
where x(r1-m1, r2-m2) is the input two-dimensional
sequence; h (m1, m2) is the two-dimensional impulse response of the system; y (r1, r2) is the output
two-dimensional sequence.
We make use of the formal correspondence between the operations of two-dimensional convolution and the multiplication of two multinomials, on
the one hand, and the one-to-one correspondence of
products of multidimensional numbers (multinumbers and polynumbers) and their representations
on the other. Then the calculation of the two-dimensional convolution can be performed in the 2D lattice SNS, carrying out instead of the discrete Fourier
transform the transformation "2D representation
of the number → polynumber", multiply the input
polynomial and the impulse response, and then apply the transformation "resulting polynumber →
2D-representation of the result polynumber".
Advantages of the proposed method:
1. It does not require the use of complex quantities (spaces);
2. It does not use harmonic or special functions
for the transformation;
3. It allows you to replace complex functional
transformations with arithmetic ones;
4. Simplicity and clarity.
www.jita-au.com
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Abstract: The progress of humanity is closely related to the progress of technology. The highlight of the development of technology
will occur when the machines are able to do what they learn and know; think and make decisions on their own without human
help. In this paper we will try to analyze how neural networks work and how they will further develop in terms of application in
advanced databases. We will also explore how one of the major IT companies is developing and continuing to use neural networks.
Keywords: Neural network, Advanced database, SQL.

INTRODUCTION
People owe their development to their intelligence and by coping the world around them by their
implementation of technology. One of the more advanced attempts is to imitate human behavior and
its implementation in technologies is an example of
a neural network. The neural network in technology
is based on the imitation of the human brain and
how it functions. Although it has made a lot of progress, it is not even close to the functioning of the human brain, which remains the biggest challenge, but
its behavior is improving over time.

NEURON NETWORK
The neural network was created in 1943 when
Waren McCulloh and Walter Pitts created a model
for neural networks based on a mathematical and
algorithmic model. In their model, Alan Turing later
proposed a model which represents a functional
construction according to the exchange of information lowing to the input, condition and output.
This model also works with the human brain. [1]
The estimation is that the human brain has about
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100 billion neurons. Neuron consists of the body
(soma), dendrita (inlays) and axons (exits).
The arti icial neuron is created on the same principle. The arti icial neuron functions in the way that
at the input it receives the value that it sums up and
then forwards it to the output. Here we can ind a layer system - an input layer, where we can have multiple input points, hidden layers (which represent the
body of a neuron) and an output layer, where we can
have more output points. The relationships between
neurons are represented by numbers. These numbers are de ined as the weight. The weight principle
is set so that if the weight is greater then the effect of
neurons on the other is also higher.
The way a neural network works is that it is
"trained" for the irst time, for example to learn how
information should be processed, and the second
time it is "tested" or performs certain tasks. This
method is called propagation in advance.

www.jita-au.com
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Image 1: Neural network with hidden layer

The way the neural network compares the output results through several iterations is called propagation backward. In this case, the information is
returned to the neuron input. This is a system that
people often use in attempts where, after a certain
attempt, a person accurately or approximately accurately performs a certain operation.

IMPLEMENTATION OF ALGORITHMS OF NEURON
NETWORKS IN BASICS - SQL SERVER
In this paper, we will work with an example of
neural networks.What is amazing when it comes to
machine learning is that it manages to transform us
into adaptive thinkers [2]. We have created an example on a test dataset containing information about
current trial subscription clients with their various
attributes. Based on this set of data, we will ind
the probability of whether the possible client can
become a paying customer through the algorithm.
We will use a data set for displaying the neural network as it is implemented in Microsoft SQL Server
Machine Learning Services along with the programming language R.
Microsoft made an important step towards statistical analysis as well as with data science [3]. Microsoft has made it possible to bene it from processing the data from where data are already located, in
the database itself.
Some of the advantages of this approach are the
following:
- The path to the data and its processing is reduced, thus improving security and facilitating access
December 2018
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- It is possible to obtain information in the
short term
- The solution is scalable by being enabled as
open source, so it can be applied in all versions that are offered
- New knowledge is being created that is already in place without having impact on the
processing of existing data
Microsoft ML (Machine Learning) is a service responsible for transforming data or models that the
R language and the Python language are processing
[4]. The primary task is to enable data formatting.
The functionalities provided by this service are the
parallel execution, manipulation of data on disk and
in memory as processing of huge amount of data.
The tasks or algorithms performed by the machine learning service are the following:
- The binary classi ication algorithm that
teaches where one of the two classes of data
instances belongs.
For example: It uses output of single two values
such as 0 or 1 to detect true or false when search is
given
Formula 1: Binary classi ier [5]

In the case of formula presented we use values
of -1 and +1 where binary classi ier for calculating
probability is presented
- The multiclass classi ication algorithm learns
to predict the categories to which the data belongs. The data are from 0 to k-1 where k represents the number of classes.

Formula 2: Multi-class classi ication

When we need more then single value as prediction we could use multi-class classi ication. Two sets
are presented in this formula where i represents a
row of matrix with partitioning of j row.
- A regression learning algorithm that teaches
to predict the value of the dependent variable
from a set of independent variables. The result that is given is a function used to display
the value of a new data instance whose variables are not known.
Journal of Information Technology and Applications
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- The anomaly detection algorithm that serves
to identify which data or class of data does not
belong to a given pattern. The sphere of application of these algorithms includes detection
of fraud via credit cards, forecasting bankruptcy, estimating the value of mortgages or
houses, checking the email whether it belongs
to spam, etc.

Implementation use case
R language in combination with SQL Server objects such as Stored procedures is a very ef icient
and fast tool for work. By using this method, we
shorten the way to the data, we do not have to think
where to publish R scripts (for example, the web
service) and we do not have to worry more about
the performance since SQL Server will do it for us.

Image 3: Decision tree diagram (partial) based on sample data

As we can see on a decision tree diagram, we
want to know, based on sample data, if this potential subscriber is a potential paying customer. With
different sets of attributes we can determine if this
is a valid model to predict an outcome with some
percentage of certainty.

Image 2: Diagram of the mode of operation and communication
with SQL Server (R services)

There are two options that we can use. One is to
use the R Studio, which is very popular for the work
of R language. Using libraries in R Studio, we can
connect to SQL Server and execute the necessary
commands and display the results in the R Studio.
Another way is to use the SQL Server Management
Studio environment, using functions and procedures, to process data using the R language in the
form of enabled scripts, and to view data using various analysis and reporting tools that come with SQL
Server.
In this example, we will use the Decision tree algorithm.
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Image 4: Training, testing, and prediction implementation
diagram in SQL

We will use a set of data to create a neural network. We will split this set of data into the training
set and test set. The training set will use our algorithm to create a model and then use this model to
test. Based on the testing, we can adjust our model
so that we get the most accurate data. In the end,
when we are satis ied with our model, then we can
release it into production or production data to send
it to us.
We will use a data model to predict whether a
potential client will convert to a customer or not,
based on a data set of some 25,000 data.
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In the data model, we keep data with all the necessary attributes on the basis of which we can come
up with prediction of which attributes are crucial for converting the client into a permanent customer.
Some of the attributes that exist in the set of data are the level of education, gender, whether the client is
the owner of the house or real estate, marital status, etc.

In order to be able to create a model in machine learning, we need to have a data set for training and a
data set for testing.
The data were divided into two sets of data, a training data set and a test data set to a ratio of 70% in
training and 30% in the test set of data [6].

In this stored procedure, we have an implemented part of the R language that creates the model over the
variables we passed to them. This model is used by the decision tree, based on which we can get predictions
for the data we send to them.
Regarding the decision tree, there is a function in the R language that we use as part of the SQL store
procedure is rxDForest. We send the following parameters to it:
- Formula: the formula we pass to the columns that are key to the prediction model
- Data: data to be processed
- nTree: number of trees to which the model will grow
December 2018
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maxDepth: maximum depth of trees used for calculating
mTry: number of variables that are candidates for bending trees
minBucket: number of observations in the node
maxNumBins: control the maximum number of memory stores used for each variable
replace: whether the observed variables will be replaced
importance: a logical value that serves to evaluate the importance of the predictor
seed: number used to initialize random numbers
parms: additional parameters for bridging

The model is generated as binary data or output from stored procedure, which we will save in the table
that will be used for sending parameters for test and production data.

This stored procedure is used to predict based on the model we created.
The function we use in this stored procedure is rxPredict which serves to predict the results using the
model we have already created.
The rxPredict functions are forwarded to the following parameters:
- Model: the model we previously created, in this case rxDForest
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- Data: the data we use as a source for the prediction
- Type: prediction type, in our case we set the value "probe"
- Overwrite: a logical value that serves to overcome the output value
An example of passing test data is shown below in the SQL query.

Based on the results we have received, we can further link this stored procedure to the reports to inetune the visual representation of the data, or we can further process the results both in the SQL environment and in the client application.

Generating visual representation of data
In order to create a visual representation of the results obtained, we can use the option within the SQL
query.
It is important to note a hybrid approach using the R programming language within SQL Server where
there are enough speci ic instructions to know.
For example, in order to generate plot diagrams in the R programming language, it is necessary to install
certain libraries. For the plot diagram, we will use the ggplot2 library. The instruction for installing this
library is as follows:
„install.packages("digest", dependencies = TRUE, lib = "PATH/Microsoft SQL Server/MSSQL14.
MSSQLSERVER/R_SERVICES/library")“
In order to know which libraries we can use in the SQL environment, it is enough to execute a query to
list all the libraries available in our SQL environment.
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There are several options to generate a visual representation of the results obtained.
One of them is through a SQL query.
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In this SQL query, we use the R language programming commands to generate an image using the plot
function to generate a diagram. Data is transmitted using the parameters used in the generic plot diagram.
We can save this created diagram on a disk or in the database.

Image 3.2: Generated plot diagram using SQL query
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Another option is using Visual Studio. In addition to the existing project types, Visual Studio also has a
project for the R programming language. Through the R tool, we can perform various commands, including
data visualization.

Data is being prepared through the functions RxSqlServerData that enable loading the data into a dataset object, which then imports the local data frame.
After that we use the ggplot function by passing the data set object, de ining what we are showing on the
X and Y axes, along with other parameters such as labels and setting the theme of the diagram.

The diagram with the data that is generated can be further exported to other formats such as pdf, images
or metadata [7].
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Abstract: E-mail has emerged as the most important application on the Internet for communication of messages, delivery of
documents and carrying out transactions and is used not only from computers, but many other electronic gadgets such as mobile
phones. This paper is an attempt to illustrate e-mail architecture from forensics perspective. Also, this paper projects the need for
e-mail forensic investigation and lists various methods and tools used for its realization. A detailed header analysis of a multiple
tactic spoofed e-mail message is carried out in this paper. It also discusses various possibilities for detection of spoofed headers and
identi ication of its originator. Furthermore, dif iculties that may be faced by investigators during forensic investigation of an e-mail
message have been discussed along with their possible solutions. Our focus is on email header analysis phase offered by the tools.
We examine the capability of a particular tools such as EmailTrackerPro and aid4mail in action. The paper describes the court case
of cyber crime, the so-called identity theft in Internet communication via electronic mail by two business entities. Identity theft of
e-mail addresses and false communications with a foreign company was carried out in order to indicate that a cash transaction of
around EUR 100,000 was paid to the account of NN attackers and not to the account in the domestic Serbian bank.
Keywords: E-mail forensic, header analysis, E-mail message as evidence.

INTRODUCTION
Modern time communication is impossible without
emails. In the ield of business communication, emails
are considered as its integral part. At the same time,
emails are also used by criminals [1,2,4]. In digital forensics, emails are considered as evidence and Email
Header Analysis has become important to collect evidence during forensics process [2,3]. Email clients are
computer programs that allow users to send and receive emails. Over time, different types of email clients
have been invented for the convenience of email users.
We will discuss different types of email clients now.
Broadly, email clients are divided into two types based
on email saving location. These are web-based email
clients and desktop-based email clients.
a) Web-based Email Clients: Web-based email clients save all their data to their web server. Some webbased clients are Gmail, Yahoo Mail, Hotmail, etc. The
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bene it of using web-based email clients is that they
can be accessed from anywhere in the world, using
Username and Password. One of their disadvantages is
the users not knowing where their data is being stored.
b) Desktop-based Email Clients: Desktop-based
email clients are the opposite of web-based clients. Outlook, Thunderbird, Mail Bird are some examples of desktop-based email clients. All data of
desktop-based web browser is stored in the system
of its users. Thus, users do not have to worry about
data security. The same point can be considered as
a disadvantage in some cases. This is especially the
case when it is used in criminal activities, and the
evidence cannot be collected from the server [3,5].
E-mail messages include transit handling envelope
and trace information in the form of structured
ields which are not stripped after messages are delivered, leaving a detailed record of e-mail transactions. A detailed header analysis can be used to map
www.jita-au.com
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the networks traversed by messages, including the
information on the messaging software and patching policies of clients and gateways, etc. Over a period of year’s e-mail protocols have been secured
through several security extensions and producers,
however, cybercriminals continue to misuse it for
illegitimate purposes by sending spam, phishing emails, distributing child pornography, and hate emails besides propagating viruses, worms, hoaxes
and Trojan horses. Further, Internet infrastructure
misuse through denial of service, waste of storage
space and computational resources are costing every Internet user directly or indirectly.
E-mail forensic analysis is used to study the source
and content of e-mail message as evidence, identifying the actual sender, recipient and date and time it
was sent, etc. to collect credible evidence to bring
criminals to justice [1-5]. This paper is an attempt to
illustrate e-mail architecture from forensics perspective. It describes roles and responsibilities of different e-mail actors and components, itemizes metadata contained in e-mail headers, and lists protocols
and ports used in it. It further describes various tools
and techniques currently employed to carry out forensic investigation of an e-mail message.
This paper projects the need for e-mail forensic
investigation and lists various methods and tools
used for its realization. A detailed header analysis of
a multiple tactic spoofed e-mail message is carried
out in this paper. It also discusses various possibilities for detection of spoofed headers and identi ication of its originator. Furthermore, dif iculties that
may be faced by investigators during forensic investigation of an e-mail message have been discussed
along with their possible solutions [1,5].
This paper will also discuss tracing e-mail headers and issues associated with it. It will address both
HTTP & SMTP initiated e-mails. It will discuss different ways used by e-mail senders to evade tracing
and workarounds used by investigators to combat
them. It will also discuss advanced measures and
techniques used by investigators to track emails [4].
We will discuss particular tools in the paper, such as:
EmailTrackerPro and aid4mail in action.

E-MAIL SERVICE ARCHITECTURE
E-mail system comprises of various hardware and
software components that include sender’s client and
December 2018
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server computers and receiver’s client and server
computers with required software and services installed on each. Besides these, it uses various systems
and services of the Internet. The sending and receiving servers are always connected to the Internet but
the sender’s and receiver’s client connects to the Internet as and when required [2,3]. E-mail is a highly
distributed service that involves several actors which
play different roles to accomplish end-to-end e-mail
exchange [2]. These actors fall under three groups,
namely User Actors, Message Handling Service (MHS)
Actors and ADministrative Management Domain
(ADMD) Actors. User Actors are Authors, Recipients,
Return Handlers and Mediators that represent people, organizations or processes that serve as sources
or sinks of messages. They can generate, modify or
look at the whole message. Message Handling Service (MHS) Actors are Originators, Relays, Gateways
and Receivers which are responsible for end-to-end
transfer of messages. These Actors can generate,
modify or look at only transfer data in the message.
ADministrative Management Domain (ADMD) Actors
are Edges, Consumers and Transits which are associated with different organizations and have their
own administrative authority, operating policies and
trust-based decision making [2].
E-mail system is an integration of several hardware & software components, services and protocols,
which provide interoperability between its users and
among the components along the path of transfer.
The system includes sender’s client and server computers and receiver’s client and server computers
with required software and services installed on each
of them. Besides, it uses various systems and services
of the Internet [2].
The sending and receiving servers are always connected to the Internet but the sender’s and receiver’s
client connects to the Internet as and when required.
An e-mail communication, for example, between a
sender ‘Alice’ having e-mail address ‘alice@a.com’
and recipient ‘Bob’ having e-mail address ‘bob@b.
com’ is shown in Figure 1.
‘Alice’ composes an e-mail message on her computer called client for ‘Bob’ and sends it to her sending server ‘smtp.a.org’ using SMTP protocol. Sending
server performs a lookup for the mail exchange record
of receiving server ‘b.org’ through Domain Name System (DNS) protocol on DNS server [3] ‘dns.b.org’. The
Journal of Information Technology and Applications
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Figure 1. E-mail communication between a sender ‘Alice’ and recipient ‘Bob’ [3]

DNS server responds with the highest priority mail exchange server ‘mx.b.org’ for the domain ‘b.org’. Sending
server establishes SMTP connection with the receiving
server and delivers the e-mail message to the mailbox
of ‘Bob’ on the receiving server. ‘Bob’ downloads the
message from his mailbox on receiving server to local
mailbox on his client computer using POP3 [3] or IMAP
[1] protocols. Optionally, ‘Bob’ can also read the message stored in his server mailbox without downloading it to the local mailbox by using a Webmail program.
E-mail system is an integration of several hardware and software components, services and pro-

tocols which provide interoperability between its
users and among the components along the path of
transfer. The e-mail architecture shown in Figure 2
below speci ies the relationship between its logical
components for creation, submission, transmission,
delivery and reading processes of an e-mail message. Several communicating entities called e-mail
nodes which are essentially software units working
on application layer of TCP/IP model are involved
in the process of e-mail delivery. Nodes working on
lower layers such as routers and bridges which represent options to send e-mail without using SMTP

Figure 2. E-mail Architecture [3]
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are not considered in this architecture because almost all e-mail communication uses SMTP directly
or indirectly. Moreover, proprietary nodes used for
internal deliveries at sending and receiving servers
are also not considered in this architecture.
A mail message from Author to Receiver that traverses through aMUA, aMSA, hMSA, MTA (outbound),
MTA (Inbound), hMDA, rMDA, rMailServ and rMUA
is considered as good mail by the Sender Policy Forum (SPF). Mails following through other paths are
either fully or partially non-SMTP based or uses
non-standard transfer modes which are often suspected to contain viruses and spam. Delivery Status
Noti ication (DSN) messages are generated by some
components of MHS (MSA, MTA, or MDA) which provide information about transfer errors or successful
deliveries and are sent to MailFrom addresses. Message Disposition Noti ication (MDN) messages are
generated by rMUA which provide information about
post-delivery processing are sent to Disposition-Noti ication-To address. Out Of Of ice (OOO) messages
are sent by rMDA to return address [3].
E-mail forensic investigation techniques
E-mail forensics refers to the study of source and
content of e-mail as evidence to identify the actual
sender and recipient of a message, data/time of
transmission, detailed record of e-mail transaction,
intent of the sender, etc. This study involves investigation of metadata, keyword searching, port scanning, etc. for authorship attribution and identi ication of e-mail scams.
Various approaches that are used for e-mail forensic are described in [1] and are brie ly de ined
below. E-mail forensic include header analysis, bait
tactics, server investigations, and network device investigation. Besides mandatory headers, custom and
MIME headers appearing in the body of the message
are also analysed for sender mailer ingerprints and
software embedded identi iers.
Email Forensics Analysis Steps
A forensic investigation of e-mail can examine
both email header and body. This paper will look at
header examination.
According to [3] an investigation should have the
following:
• Examining sender’s e-mail address
• Examining message initiation protocol (HTTP,
SMTP)
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• Examining Message ID
• Examining sender’s IP address
Some other aspects that controls forensics step
include the following properties (see Figure 3):
1) Storage format of email: Server side storage
format may include maildir (each email is kept separate in a ile, for each user), mbox format (all email
iles are in a single text ile). Server-side stores email
in SQL Server databases. Reading different types of
formats can be done for forensics analysis by using
notepad editor and applying regular expressionbased searches [5]. At the client-side, an email is
stored as mbox format (Thunderbird) [5]. Client
side may also store emails as .PST (MSOutlook), and
NSF (Lotus Notes) iles.
2) Availability of backup copy of email: When
checking from the serve side, all copies are transferred to the client. This requires seizing the client
computer. For webmail, copies are always saved at
the server side [4].
3) Protocol used to transport email: Email can be
initiated and transported based on SMTP or HTTP
[2] depending on the email server applications.

Figure 3. Broad steps in email forensics for investigator

Header Analysis
Meta data in the e-mail message in the form of
control information i.e. envelope and headers including headers in the message body contain information about the sender and/or the path along
which the message has traversed. Some of these may
be spoofed to conceal the identity of the sender. A
detailed analysis of these headers and their correlation is performed in header analysis. Besides header
analysis, various other approaches that can be used
for e-mail forensics include bait tactics, server investigations, and network device investigation. CusJournal of Information Technology and Applications
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tom and MIME headers appearing in the body of the
message are also analysed for sender mailer ingerprints and software embedded identi iers [2].

Relevance of Headers & Components
Email header forensics basically denotes the examination done on the email message body and the
source and path followed by it. This also includes
the identi ication of genuine sender, time, or recipient of the emails. The email header forensic analysis can bring out the candid evidences from various
components included in the header part. Let us see
Figure 4 which components are helpful for header
forensics:

LJUBOMIR LAZIĆ:

Message ID: This is a globally used unique
identi ication ID which refers to the genuine time
of the emails and version of message. It is highly
important to know if investigators want to know
whether spoo ing is done to the email or not.
MIME Version: It stands for Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions and is an Internet Standard
which extends format of message.
Content-type: This shows the type of content or format used for the message like; XLML, Text,
or HTML.
X-Mailer: It displays the email client which is
used for sending the message.
X-Originating-IP&Received: This is an important ield for tracing the IP address used for sending
the email. This is the most important message when it
comes to the email header forensic analysis as it has to
be examined where the mail arrived from.
DKIM-Signature: This ield stores the signature of an email and all key-fetching information
in simple “tag=value” syntax. It is a crucial ield to
validate the domain name and identity allied to the
message via cryptographic authentication.

SECURITY ISSUES IN INTERNET E-MAIL:

Figure 4. A typical E-mail header

X-Apparently-To: It will reveal recipient’s
email address while investigating. This can be the
validation ield for checking email service provider.
Generally this ield is referred to as “BCC, CC, or To”
and is not restricted to “To”.
Delivery To: This shows the address of the
auto-mailer.
Return-Path: This ield is used for the bounces of email messages. In case the mail server is sending the message and it cannot be delivered.
Received-SPF: During email header forensics, this ield shows the information of email service used for the sending of mails. It is also having
an ID number which is important for log examination for determining the validity of an email. In case
of unavailability of the ID, the email must have been
spoofed.
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A. Secrecy: The content of email is in plain text
format. While it is transmitting it never decrypted,
so data can be easily revealed if one can get access
of your mailbox and one can knows how to tap network and low.
B. Integrity: Integrity means changes the original data. Email is mainly stored in plain text and also
transmitted in plain text. Therefore, anyone can easily hack the way of email transmission and change
the original data without being noticed by sender
and receiver.

Security Issues In SMTP
Security in information technology is de ined as
to protect information against unauthorized revelation as well as unauthorized modi ication. The user
needs to take care about possibility of malicious
and fraudulent attacks by hackers as well as impact
of viruses and denial-of-services attack. Some approaches that are useful for security of your system
include:
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A. Authentication
The technique can be used to identify and verify
if anyone is seeking to access un authorized system.
B. Access control
Users can be restricted to ensure they only access
data and services for which they have been authorized.
C. Encryption
Techniques that scramble data are used to protect
information while data are transmitted over network.
D. Firewall
Firewall is mainly used to differentiate the internal and external information access. Firewall
prevents the outsiders to access information within
organization.
E. Intrusion detection
Techniques that monitor the system and network
to check whether anyone is trying to access network
without authentication.
F. Anti-virus software
It can detect viruses and prevent access to infected iles.

The Threats to Email Security
A. Viruses
Email security contains multiple issues. Virus is
the highest risk issue in network. Virus has capability to destroy complete data at a time. When virus is
found in any email it can be bring down the entire
mail system, often in a large amount in a single mail.
Many issues can affect the system but virus is
stronger than any other. Virus stays long and destroys data immediately. It is not removed by any
antivirus product. Virus leaves its impact for a long
time and the recovery takes a large amount of money, resources and efforts as well as lost computer
information.
B. SPAM
SPAM is another major issue in network security. Viruses and SPAM go hand in hand. Spam is also
known as junk email. SPAM mail contains malicious
code which affects mail system immediately. SPAM
mail contains virus which can bring down the entire
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system. Users cannot request any mail but them getting number of mails of unintended user which can
be a SPAM mail. Mail iltering cannot ilter legitimate
email from SPAM. Virus and SPAM have negligible
difference.

Experiment: Man-in-the-Middle Attack
The main purpose of this experiment is to demonstrate the concept of the man-in-the-middle attack, the attacker being an NN person. This experiment is aimed at capturing data from a suspected
user to connect to a WLAN and viewing unauthorized content that certainly happened in this court
case. The experiment shows that the unauthorized
content accessed by the suspicious user can be collected and can be used for a digital forensic investigation. The reader should take into account that all
three actors in this experiment, i.e. router, attacker
and legitimate user (see Figure 5), all at the same
network address, i.e. 146.64 with the remaining two
numbers indicating the address of each host in the
network.

Execution of the experiment
In this experiment, a forensic researcher points
out that the traf ic for this experiment was not encrypted. The D-Link router is con igured to be open,
which means that no encryption keys such as WEP,
WPA2, and WPS are con igured.

Figure 5. Participants in an identity theft experiment

In spite of this, the experiment would continue
to be successful, even if encryption is established,
although in this case more efforts should be made
to crack the passwords irst, but it should be emphasized that communication encryption continues to
Journal of Information Technology and Applications
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be present as the greatest enemy of forensic scientists.
The main idea of this experiment is that the attacker uses an ARP spoo ing mechanism to convince
the legitimate user that they are a legitimate participant, device gateway [4]. After the response of a legitimate user, the attacker immediately con irms to
the gateway that they are a legitimate user. Both the
legitimate user and the gateway will think they have
established a relationship with each other, and in
fact they have both established a relationship with
the attacker. This means that the gateway and legitimate user traf ic is directed towards an attacker
who can then intercept the communication between
the two sides. For the purpose of this experiment,
the attacker is only interested in the traf ic of a legitimate user suspected of being searched for IMPORTANT online content.

EXAMINING E-MAIL FORENSIC TOOLS: CASE STUDIES
Email analysis, as we already mention, is the
task performed in the network forensics. Email
analysis is the process which involves analysis of
emails sent and received at different ends. In current era, there are very less ways to analyse emails.
Most widely accepted method is the Manual Method of Email Analysis [4,5]. Although there have
been many attempts into securing e-mail systems,
most are still inadequately secured. Installing antiviruses, ilters, irewalls and scanners is simply
not enough to secure e-mail communication. Some
common examples of illegitimate uses of emails are
spam, phishing, cyber bullying, botnets, disclosure
of con idential information, child pornography and
sexual harassment. The anonymity factor of e-mail
has made it dif icult for digital forensic investigators to identify the authorship of an email, and to
aggravate this problem further; there is no standardised procedure to follow.
Therefore, a forensic investigator needs ef icient
tools and techniques to perform the analysis with a
high degree of accuracy and in a timely fashion. It is
evident that an email forensic tool may only assist the
investigator during a speci ic stage of analysis [4,5].
While preforming manual method for email analysis, we try to spot spoofed messages which are sent
through SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol). By
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analysing them we can decode the message being
sent. After decoding, all IP addresses are analysed
and their location is traced. A timeline of all event
is made (in universal standard time) and is checked
further for suspicious behaviour. Server logs are
checked at the same time to ensure that all the activities are mentioned in the timeline so formed. If
any suspicious activity is found, the mails are recovered and can be used as evidence against the sender. Email is extracted from the client server which
keeps a copy of sent mails until a speci ic number.
First case study
First, we will describe a well-known case in court
practice i.e. a case study involving the use of Manual
Method for Email Analysis [4] using a whaling attack
which is a spear-phishing attack directed speci ically at high-pro ile targets like C-level executives,
politicians and celebrities:
• An email attached to a $20 million dollar lawsuit purported to be from the CEO of “tech.
com” to a venture capital broker. The message
outlined guaranteed “warrants” on the next
round of inding for the broker.
• “tech.com” illed counter claim and claimed
the email was forgery. Their law irm engaged a
team to determine the validity of the message.
• The team imaged all of the CEO’s computers at
his of ice and his home. Email server backup
tapes were recalled from the client servers.
• All hard drivers and email servers were
searched for “questioned” message. There
were no traces of any such mail on any of the
hard drive or mail spool.
• When the time stamps and message id’s were
compared with the server logs then it was
found that the “questioned” message have not
gone through either “tech.com’s” webmail or
mail server at the time indicated by the date/
time stamp on the message.
• Based on the analysis the defendants iled motion to image and examine broker’s computers.
• Federal judge issued subpoena and the team
arrived at the broker’s business, he refused to
allow his system to image.
• Broker’s lawyer went into the state court, on a
companion case, and got the judge to issue an
order for a new court appointed examiner.
• The examination revealed direct proof of the
www.jita-au.com
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alteration of a valid message’s header to create
a “questioned” email.
The allegedly received email
The header of a problematic e-mail is presented
as follows.
Return-Path: CEO Good_Guy@tech.com
Received: from mail.tech.com (mail.tech.com
[201.10.20.152])
by hedgefund.fund.com (8.11.0/8.11.0) ESMTP id
e73MfZ331592; Thu, 3 Aug 2000 15:45:31 -0400
Received: from webmail.tech.com (webmail.
tech.com
[10.27.30.190]) by mail.tech.com (Switch-2.0.1/
Switch-2.0.1) ESMTP id e73MfW903843; Thu, 3
Aug 2000 14:41:32 -0500
Received: from tech.com (ostrich.tech.com
[10.27.20.190])
by webmail.tech.com (8.8.8+Sun/8.8.8) with
ESMTP id RAA01318; Thu, 3 Aug 2000 14:41:31
-0500
content-class: urn:content-classes:message
Subject: Warrants on $25 Million Funding
Date: Thu, 3 Aug 2000 14:43:47 -0500
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: application/ms-tnef;
name="winmail.dat"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: binary
Message-ID: <3989e793.87BDEEE2@tech.com>
X-MS-Has-Attach:
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator:
<3989e793.87BDEEE2@
tech.com>
Thread-Topic: Warrants on $25 Million Funding
Thread-Index:
AcHatCZUSkaLe0ajEdaelQACpYcy8A==
From: "CEO Good_Guy@tech.com" <ceo_good_guy@
tech.com >
To: "Bad_Guy_Broker" <bad_guy@fund.com>

Information contained in the header can aid investigators in tracing the sender of the e-mail. A thorough
investigation of e-mail headers should include examination of the sender’s e-mail address and IP address,
examination of the message ID as well as the messaging initiation protocol (HTTP or SMTP). To determine
the source of the e-mail, investigators must irst examine the received section at the bottom of the header and
work their way up in a bottom to top approach.
It is also important that e-mail cases examine the
logs of all servers in the received chain as soon as possible. Time is very important in e-mail cases as HTTP
and SMTP logs are archived frequently; especially by
large ISPs. If a log is archived, it could take time and
effort to retrieve and decompress the log iles needed
to trace e-mails. Some e-mails have fake/forged headers in order to deceive investigators, so extreme cauDecember 2018
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tion and careful scrutiny should be practiced in investigating every part of the e-mail header.
However, this is quite a bit long and tiring procedure which would involve too many mails to be analysed, which would be excessively time-consuming.
Time being the most expensive entity, we need to
save the time as much as we can. To save this time
certain tools are present which helps to reduce the
work burden. So, we need a software tools, such as
eMailTrackerPro
(http://www.emailtrackerpro.
com/) and Aid4Mail Forensic (http://www.aid4mail.com/ ) that are discussed in the next section.
In this case investigator should look at ESMTP
id which is a unique identi ication assigned by each
intermediate relay or gateway server. This id is usually in a hexadecimal string that is reset each day.
Resulting in an id that can be resolved to a time window on a particular server. The investigator should
also compare the header information against server
logs: webmail@tech.com. Analysis of the webmail server logs revealed several issues regarding
the validity of the suspect message:
• Matching trace header timestamps and ESMTP ids revealed that RAA01318 was issued
at 17:41:31 to the authentic message
• Comparing the 14:41:31 timestamp of the
suspect message with the log revealed the
server was assigning ESMTP ids beginning
with “OAA” not “RRA” as represented in the
header.
Analysis of the mail server logs con irmed that
the suspect message was not authentic:
• Matching trace header timestamps and ESMTP ids revealed that the authentic MessageID was logged at 17:41:32 and assigned ESMTP id e73MfW903843 then it was sent to
the hedgefund@fund.com server and it
was assigned a new ESMTP id e73MfZ331592
• Comparing the 14:41:32 timestamp of the
suspect message with the log revealed there
were no messages for over an hour during
that time frame.
Second case study
This section describes the court case of cybercrime so called “identity theft in Internet communication by electronic mail by two business entities”.
Based on the analysis of the method of communicaJournal of Information Technology and Applications
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tion (e-mails, SMS messages and voice), languages
in business correspondence, frequency of transactions, problems in business, ways of solving them
in over 100 collected e-mails in communication
between two companies during three years of successful cooperation, the author of the work came to
indisputable indicators of cybercrime [4]. Identity
theft of e-mail addresses and false communication
with a foreign company was carried out in order
to indicate that a cash transaction of around EUR
100,000 was paid to the account of NN attackers in
the London bank, and not to the account in the domestic Serbian bank to which the money was paid
up to then in the process of electronic payment of
goods and services between the parties to the dispute. The process of examining e-mails is described
using the eMailTrackerPro tool in the event of identity theft by an NN person (attacker, hacker), an e-mail
forensic investigation plan, restrictions, an attacker
detection process as the third NN person in an email
communication, Man-in-the-Middle Attack experiment that served as the basis for forensic analysis
of e-mail in the case study. As for this case, it is necessary to see from which address the hacker sent a
message, and through which hopes (jumps through
the Internet) a message was sent to reach its destination, as can be seen in the following Figure 6 [4].

Figure 6. Hopes through which the hacker’s mail passed

As far as the hopes through which the message
goes, we can see that it is a little unusual that everything is going from Italy, going to the server in
Slovakia, to the US (forged email address of xxxxx@
yahoo.com), then back to Italy and then to Australia. The following Figure 7 will show the path on the
map as the message was traveling.
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Figure 7. Path on the map the message travelled

After this knowledge, it was necessary to analyse
other suspicious e-mails, as well as the email server
on the victim's side, as we have described earlier.
It was found that during the time of the hacker attack, the actual sender did not send any messages.
There are many tools which may assist in the study
of source and content of e-mail message so that an
attack or malicious intent of the intrusions may be
investigated. This section introduces some of these
tools: eMailTrackerPro and Aid4Mail Forensic.
Software eMailTrackerPro [5] is a proprietary
email forensic solution that analyses email iles
stored in local disk and supports automatic email
analysis for the identi ication of spamming incidents. eMailTrackerPro is capable of recovering the
IP address that sends the message along with its associated geographical location (city) to determine
the threat level or validity of an e-mail message. It
can ind the network service provider (ISP) of the
sender. A routing table is provided to identify the
path between the sender and receiver of an email.
It also can check a suspected email against Domain
Name Server blacklists to safeguard against spam.
The disadvantage associated with this software is
that it would be unable to ind a spammer which is
not blacklisted into its database.
Add4Mail forensic software tool
This is another tool developed for helping in the
mail sorting purpose only. This software can ind
emails which can be searched by any particular
keyword. As with EmailTrackerPro and on this tool,
we need to con igure our mail. Let us choose which
mail we will use for analysis. In this case, we will use
gmail. Once we have completed the mail con iguration, we are going to the next step that allows us to
select the time frame in which we want to search for
mail by keywords, and in the window where Vaccky,
www.jita-au.com
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VacckY, etc., are located. It is actually a keyword
search box as in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Example: Search keywords for a mailbox by Add4Mail

The output provided by this software program is
the message written in the email along with the date,
time and other information speci ic to the mail as in
Figure 9. This software program can also be used to
fetch some deleted mails from their trash folder. Unlike email tracker pro, this tool does not only serve to
track the message, but also for detailed forensic mail
analysis. This tool can be found at http://www.aid4mail.com/, but unlike EmailTrackerPro it is not an
open source, you must actually purchase a license.

Figure 9. Example of processing mail by Add4Mail

JITA 8(2018) 2:64-74

CONCLUSION
Digital forensic analysis is a complex and timeconsuming process which involves the analysis of
digital evidence. Emails might contain valuable information that could lead investigators to the identity and/or location of the offender. Additionally,
email forensic tools through email header analysis
may even reveal information related to the host machine used during the composition of the message.
In this paper, we have discussed key information
related to email forensic analysis as well as important aspects of header tracing. Finally, we have demonstrated two forensic tools that can be utilised for
email analysis emphasising on their key features in
an effort to assist investigators in the selection of
the appropriate tools.
High-tech crime, also known as e-crime or cybercrime, includes a set of offenses that involve the use
of the Internet, a computer, or some other electronic
device. This paper describes the court case of cybercrime, the so-called identity theft in Internet communication via electronic mail by two business entities.
Based on the analysis of the method of communication (e-mails, SMS messages and voice), languages in
business correspondence, frequency of transactions,
problems in business, ways of solving them in over
100 collected e-mails in communication between two
companies during three years of successful cooperation, the author of the research came to indisputable
indicators of cyber-crime. Identity theft of e-mail
addresses and false communications with an Italian
irm was carried out in order to indicate that a cash
transaction of around EUR 100,000 was paid to the
account of NN attackers in the London Bank, and not
to the account in the domestic Serbian bank to which
the money had been paid by then in the process of
electronic payment of goods and services between
the parties to the dispute.
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The major disadvantage of this software is that
it can only ind keywords that the user searches. It
has no arti icial intelligence and therefore is a completely manual software program developed to sort
and ind mails.
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Abstract: This paper presents results of a research on psychological connection between 40 offered colors and 91 terms from
everyday life. Similar researches have been conducted and published in a number of instances in domestic and foreign bibliography,
but this research has certain particularities that are not often present in other articles. For one thing, colors whose associativity with
certain terms is being analyzed are shown in a table, their name and code in the RGB system of color marking are provided. Colors
were not merely described, e.g. blue, green, yellow, etc., as it may be confusing or lead to misinterpretation of answers since there
are many degrees of blue color, for example. In the second part of the poll, the subjects answered the Ishihara test, in order to check
the ability to correctly interpret the colors. The third speci ic is triple visual interpretation of received results using colored graphs.
Keywords: color, Ishihara test, psychology, visualization of data.

INTRODUCTION
The electromagnetic waves spectrum spreads in
a large range of frequencies i.e. wavelengths. At one
end of the spectrum is gamma radiation (gamma
particles) with wavelength < 0,02 nm and frequency
> 15∙1018 Hz, and at other end are radio waves with
wavelength of 1 mm – 100 km and frequency 300
GHz – 3 kHz. The electromagnetic spectrum can be
divided into seven bands, which are the following
(from highest to lowest frequencies i.e. shortest to
longest wavelengths):
1. Gamma rays, 2. X – rays, 3. Ultraviolent radiation, 4. Visible light, 5. Infrared radiation, 6. Microwaves, and 7. Radio waves.
Visible light is only the segment of electromagnetic spectrum containing waves of wavelength 390
nm – 750 nm and frequency 770 THz – 400 THz. Humans have receptors (eyes) for these waves and at
their detection after passing through optical nerve,
the brain creates the sense of receiving the light.
The eye retina contains two types of cells sensitive to light, rod and cone cells. Rod cells react even
December 2018

to the small quantity of light, but do not differentiate
colors. That is why at night we only see the shapes of
objects. Poets say: “Dawn is the birthtime of colors”.
That is when the light gets stronger and is received
by cone cells. There are three kinds of cone cells and
each recognizes one of three primary colors – red,
green or blue. These signals are combined in the
brain, enabling recognition of a whole spectrum of
colors. Retina has about 130 million rod cells and
6,5 million cone cells. They are mainly all situated in
the area called the macula lutea, where an up-sidedown image of the observed scene is created.
Wavelengths of the visible part of electromagnetic spectrum are mixed in many combinations, and
human eye can differentiate over 10 million colors.
When a Sun light passes through a transparent glass
prism, certain wavelengths diffract differently, creating a spectrum of colors.
Larousse encyclopedia interprets colors in this
way:
“A color is an impression created by electromagnetic waves as they pass through our eye; a property
Journal of Information Technology and Applications
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ascribed to light or objects to create a special visual
impression.” [9]

Picture 1. Names of colors, their wavelengths and frequency
ranges

The word “color” (in the sense of a matter or a visual feeling) was not separately de ined in the Leksikon stranih reči i izraza, by Milan Vujaklija, Prosveta – Belgrade, 1980, (Lexicon of Foreign Words
and Expressions), or in Rječnik stranih riječi: tuđice,
posuđenice, izrazi, kratice i fraze (Dictionary of Foreign Words) by Sima Anić, Nikola Klaić, Želimir
Domović - Zagreb: Sani-plus, 1998. As if it were not of
foreign origin, while it is. In the dictionary “Turkish
Words in Serbo-Croat Language” by Abdulah Skaljic,
it states that the word color (boja) has its origin in
Turkish (boya) in the sense of farba (paint), though
that word is Germanism. Such a frequent word in everyday speech, and we do not have our own term for
it. Only in Russian and Bulgarian language we can still
ind Slavic words ‘cvet’ and ‘краска’. The notion of
colors may be connected with old words ‘mast’ (‘masnica’ – bruise) and ‘шаръ' (colorfulness, to draw).
However, the word color has stayed unchanged from
Turkish in everyday speech, just as there are no adequate substitute for some other words of Turkish
origin: bakar, čarapa, česma, dugme, jastuk, jogurt,
kaiš, limun, makaze, testera, tavan, kreč, šećer, sapun,
majmun, rakija, čelik, kičma, pare, puž, komšija, kesa,
kašika, đubre… (eng. copper, socks, tap, button, pillow, yogurt, belt, lemon, scissors, (wood)saw, attic,
chalk, sugar, soap, monkey, spirit drink, steel, spine,
money, snail, neighbor, bag, spoon, rubbish… ).
From a wider perspective, the notion of a color
has several different meanings:
1. color as a psychological phenomenon, i.e. as a
stimulus in an eye and a subjective perception;
2. color as an optical phenomenon;
3. color as means of expression;
4. color as a matter.
In everyday speech the word color is often accompanied with attributes such as: (of) light color, dark
color, calm color, dead color, vivid color, joyful color, etc.
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Isaac Newton (1642 -1727) experimentally
proved in 1676 that white light separates into seven different colors, if passed through a glass prism.
White and black are not among those colors. White
color is obtained by mixing all the colors of that
spectrum.
Newton also experimented with associations of
colors and tones of a musical scale, while a century
later Johann Wolfgang Goethe (1749-1832) studied
psychological effects of colors. Colors are inseparable from everyday life situations. In business world,
colors are often an important segment of presenting and doing business. Well selected colors or their
combinations may be an important factor of market
success, while a bad choice may produce negative effect, fully opposite from the desired one. It is particularly important when planning an appearance on
markets of different cultural, religious or geographic
communities. Observers of different age, ethnicity,
gender or local communities have different perceptions of particular colors. Often the symbolic meaning (‘the language’) of colors is changing.

SYSTEMATIZATION OF COLORS
Thomas Young and Hermann von Helmoltz established in early 19th century that any color of light
may be obtained by mixing the three primary light
sources. That meant that colors irst needed to be
systematized. Many great scholars wrote about systematization of colors, and among them were: Leonardo da Vinci (1452.-1519), Sir Isaac Newton (16421727), Johann Wolfgang Goethe (1749-1832), James
Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879), Albert Henry Munsell
(1858-1918), Wilhelm Oswald (1853-1932).
There are several different interpretations of primary colors (primaries), which is a consequence of
the fact that colors may be observed from different
standpoints: psychological, physics, chemical, etc.
The science of colors is a true example of interdisciplinary area.
Physics standpoint interprets behavior of colored rays of light and their mixing. In that sense the
primaries are additive: red (R), green (G) and blue
(B), or subtractive: cyan (C), magenta (M) and yellow (Y). Subtractive primaries are complementary
colors to corresponding additive primary colors.
Psychological standpoint interprets colors
based on their noticing and perception of color.
www.jita-au.com
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Hence, the psychological primaries colors were deined: red, green, blue, yellow, white and black.
The painters will emphasize, among their primaries, those colors they use as a matter (paint in a
tube) to mix and get all other colors. Painters’ primaries are red, blue, yellow, white (noncolor) and
black (noncolor). White and black noncolors are
used to obtain the desired degree of saturation of
mixed colors.
The Art primaries are the same as Painters’ primaries, excluding white and black noncolor.
The theory is even more complicated by the fact
that painters’ primary "red” is not necessarily the
same as the additive primary "red".
Mixing the primaries gives secondary colors,
while further mixing of secondary colors produces
tertiaries, etc.
Colors rarely appear isolated in nature and almost
always combine mutually next to each other. There
we have harmony of colors. Just as some paired
sounds may be in harmony or disharmony, two or
more colors next to each other may look nice but they
can also produce a completely different feeling. All
this is, of course, subjective, as something that looks
nice to some may not look like that to others, since
the perception of colors is very complex.

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS FOR LIGHT AND
COLORS RESEARCH
For the purpose of interpreting all aspects of
color research, the AIC – The International Color
Association (https://www.aic-color.org/) was established. The AIC aims to have close cooperation
with existing international organizations, such as
Associations with topics relating to light: CIE, Commission internationale de l'éclairage; ICO, International Commission for Optics; ISO, International
Organization for Standardization; SPIE, The International Society for Optical Engineering; AISV, Association internationale de semiotique visuelle;
Applied Vision Association (Great Britain); Royal
Photographic Society (Great Britain); IS&T, Society
for Imaging Science & Technology (USA); ICC, International Color Consortium; ICVS, International Colour Vision Society; IACM, International Association
of Color Manufacturers, Centre d’information de la
couleur (France); Fédération française de la couDecember 2018
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leur (France), Ad chroma (France); SDC, Society of
Dyers and Colourists (Great Britain); Color Marketing Group (USA); China Fashion Colour Association
(China).[1]

Picture 2. Logo of the AIC

Picture 3. Logo of the International Color Day

In 2009 the AIC accepted founding the International Color Day, which is commemorated in many
countries around the world. The establishing of the
international color day (ICD) is considered justi ied
as the color, thanks to the visual perception, is one
of the most in luential phenomenon in life of people
and one of ways that contribute most to the perception of reality. It could be said that the contemporary
world communicates through colors.
The ICD was proposed by the Portuguese organization for colors in 2008. The proposal was agreed
in 2009 among members of national associations in
more than 30 countries.
Some of the activities and events that take place
on ICD day are: art exhibitions, architectonic projects,
design, decoration, fashion, meetings, discussions,
scienti ic events, workshops on the use of color and
light for children and adults, competitions, etc.

SUBJECTIVE PERCEPTION OF COLORS
The Internet address http://express. colorcom.
com until recently held a comprehensive interpretation about colors, dealing with topics such as: colors
and science, colors and computers, colors and the
world, etc. There also was, inter alia, a survey where
site visitors could say something about associativity
of a term – notion and a color. There were 18 questions asked. Colors for answers are shown visually
(as displayed in the picture) in order to avoid misunderstanding regarding which color it is in the words
Journal of Information Technology and Applications
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description. The same color may be associated to
different terms.
The authors stated that over 30.000 persons took
part in the survey, and they published the following
results on associating colors with terms:
Sreća
Čistoća
Sreća
Dobar okus
Dostojanstvo
Visoka tehnologija
Seksualnost
Žalost
Skupoća
Jeftinoća
Snaga
Pouzdanost
Visoki kvalitet
Gađenje
Božanstvo
Nesreća
Omiljena boja
Najneomiljenija boja

The subjects were tasked to recognize the number in the given circles and write down the result in
the provided table.

Yellow
White
Green
Red (tomato)
Purple
Silver
Red (tomato)
Black
Gold
Brown
Red (tomato)
Blue
Black
Green
White
Black
Blue
Orange

Picture 4. An Internet research on associating colors with
certain terms

SURVEY ON SUBJECTIVE PERCEPTION OF COLORS

Picture 6. Ishihara test

The third speci ic of this work is the processing
of the obtained results. The survey results were imported in the Excel table. The subjects wrote down
the color under its given number, and in Excel that
number in the table was again presented in the
same color of the color from the answer. In that way
the research results were visualized. We used the
opportunity of visualization by chart type Treemap,
which was presented only in the latest version of the
program MS Excel 2016.
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The second part of the survey was Ishihara test.
Dr. Shinobu Ishihara (1879 - 1963) was a Japanise military surgeon and an ophthalmologist who
created a test for color-blindness, called after him
afterwards. The test comprises of recognizing a
number or a pattern in a set of differently colored
circles.
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Picture 5. A survey form with colors and associating terms
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The polled subjects had 40 concrete colors in
front of themselves, which belong to Microsoft standard palette of colors with a unique code to differentiate the colors among themselves. For example, one
green-blue color was titled teal, it was number 14
and a code in the RGB system was 000 255 204. The
subject saw exactly that color, and not some abstract
green-blue. According to the opinion of the polled
subjects, that color best corresponds to some of the
offered 92 terms.

Picture 7. Data in the Excel table and their transforming into
corresponding colors
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SURVEY RESULTS
Average age of the polled subjects

25,8 years

Total number of polled subjects:

174

No. of men

147

No. of women

27

Incorrect answers in Ishihara test (dichromatism)

12 (7%)

Dischromatism (Greek dys-, chroma, color, opsis – vision, seeing), medically – color blindness, inability
of the sense of vision to perceive all specter colors equally. [10].
Normal color vision is technically called normal trichromacy.

Picture 8. Chart and a table of age distribution of subjects

The following picture shows answers received in the survey, each in the 13x13 square. Every square
presents 169 color associations with a certain term. Even in such a relatively small sample, we could notice
interesting results. Domination of certain colors are very present with certain terms. The most prominent
examples are with terms: anger (red), wealth (yellow), hygiene (white), nature (green), revolution (red),
death (black) …
There also are surprising examples, where terms such as aggression, anger or death are associated with
yellow color, or terms isolation, death and fear are associated with green, or cleanliness is associated with
brown or dark-blue color. A detailed analysis showed that one person that did not answer correctly to
Ishihara test (does not recognize colors properly) unexpectedly associated terms of negative connotation
(apathy, illness, disguise, stupidity, fear, deceit, poison, infertility…), as a rule, with yellow color.
Survey results were obtained used the features of MS Excel (cell format and conditional formatting).
Graphic designers might ind an inspiration in these examples, e.g. combination of colors with the term
energy, concentration, luxury, gentleness…
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Picture 9. Overview of all answers to the associating colors with certain terms

The following picture shows the results of the same survey in the Pie Chart type of chart. For each term
the most associated colors were presented, from two to six dominating ones. The given percentages show
only the mutual relation of dominant colors. It is noticeable that terms with negative psychological pre ix:
apathy, depression, isolation, infertility, emptiness, loneliness, death, fear, remorse, had only shades of grey
among dominating colors. Some terms with clearly understood meaning have only two or three dominating color associations, such as: aggression, anger, ight, purity, hygiene, innocence, emptiness, revolution,
death, light, while other colors were very scarce. More (four to six) dominant color associations have terms
of less speci ic meaning, such as: enthusiasm, immorality, thinking, birth, etc.
One of the most interesting results in this reserach is the analysis of the answer to the question about the
favorite color. It could be expected it would be blue. That color was among the most popular ones in other
works as well. The second place went to red color, which could also be expected. The surprise was that the
third color per af inity was black (noncolor). From a total of 174 surveyed subjects, blue was the favorite
color for 31 of them (18%), red for 23 (13%) and black for unexpected 21 (12%). Looking at it in a different way (see the last round chart), the order among the six most favorite colors is the following (Microsoft
names of colors): Blue 28% (0, 0, 255), Red 21% (255, 0, 0), Black 19% (0, 0, 0), Aqua 17% (0, 255, 255),
Turquoise 10% (0, 204, 255), Dark Green 5% (0, 128, 0).
December 2018
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Picture 10. Overview of percentage participation of most frequent colors associated with certain terms using the Pie type of chart

A chart of Treemap type shows the data in a speci ic way, using rectangles that fully ill a certain surface.
The largest rectangle presents the largest set of data, and to the right of it there are smaller rectangles
with lower values in the descending order. This chart type does not have sub-types and may be used in Ofice 2016. It did not exist in earlier versions. The picture shows some characteristic results of processing
answers using the Treemap type chart.
December 2018
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Picture 11. Overview of ten most frequent colors associated with certain terms using the Treemap type of chart
Table 1. Overview of colors with most associations with certain terms
RGB code

Most frequently associated terms
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2
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43
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Vitality
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Loyalty

Remorse

1

Specialty

27
15.5%
47

Intemperance

27
15.5%
46

Concentration

28
16.1%
45

Rank/position

30
17.2%
44

Inexperience

30
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43

Cowardness

30
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42

Immorality

31
17.8%
41

Youth

31
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40
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39
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33
19.0%
38

Formality
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33
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37

Infertility
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34
19.5%
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Virtue
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35

Mysticism

3
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Perfection

1
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33

Fantasy
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Intelligence
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3

3

13

39
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8.6%
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Picture 12. The order of the most prominent connection between a color and a term
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1

41
23.6%
29

Fertility

1

41
23.6%
28

Illness

1

44
25.3%
27

Secrecy

38

45
25.9%
26

Apathy

44

46
26.4%
25

Fairness

3

47
27.0%
24

Exaggeration

1

49
28.2%
23

Disgust

44

51
29.3%
22

Indifference

3

57
32.8%
21

Knowledge

2

59
33.9%
20

Joy

2

60
34.5%
19

Madness

2

63
36.2%
18

Deceit

44

64
36.8%
17

Freshness

2

64
36.8%
16

Brutality

3

64
36.8%
15

Fragility

2

65
37.4%
14

Jealousy

3

67
38.5%
13

Difficulty

44

73
42.0%
12

Justice

3

74
42.5%
11

Energy

3

76
43.7%
10

Favorite color

3

81
46.6%
9

Depression

3

81
46.6%
8

Vigilance

3

82
47.1%
7

Health

1

85
48.9%
6

Birth

3

92
52.9%
5

Seriousness

10

99
56.9%
4

Caution

2

111
63.8%
3

Isolation

2

118
67.8%
2

Coldness

3

132
75.9%
1

Masculinity

1

Peace/calmness

nature, fertility

Aggression

000 128 000

Revolution

depression, immorality, intemperance

Passion

128 128 128

Hygiene

masculinity, favorite color, knowledge, intelligence, loyalty

Death

000 000 255

Splendid/glow

000 000 000

Poison/venom

love, fury, sex, passion, anger, revolution, ﬁght, aggression, strength, warmth, thrill, caution, energy, jealousy,
madness, success, virtue, idealism, rank/position, incentive, envy
death, evil, poison, power, fear, sorrow, loneliness, isolation, seriousness, difﬁculty, brutality, deceit, secrecy,
mysticism, formality, wisdom

255 000 000

Idealism

Color
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Abstract: Regional PACS and other shared medical systems are primary intended for sharing medical images. In these systems, the
number of users is signi icantly increased in relation to local systems, and the fact is that the public network is very frequently used
for data transfer. As medical data are very sensitive, such situation creates considerable risk regarding privacy, integrity and right
to access to these data. This paper includes the most frequent risks and methods to solve these issues as well as recommendations
for safe use of cloud computing systems in order to implement these systems.
Keywords: PACS, DICOM, IHE.

INTRODUCTION
In the era of fast changes and increasingly less
time necessary to put an innovation in use, there is
a great urge to accomplish as much as possible with
the minimum of effort and tools. It is common for radiology wards in hospitals to possess and use a central information system such as Picture Archiving
and Communication System (PACS), Radiology Information System (RIS) and the like.
While Electronic Medical Record (EMR) is able
to coordinate handling with medical content (medical image with meta-data) which come from different viewers, EMR users must face the work with
different viewers from different wards [17]. Due to
this fact, it is easy to predict users’ dissatisfaction
because of the need to work in several different applications that are basically intended for the same
job [13][5]. This why there is also a problem on
the level of a health institution due to allocation of
funds for maintenance of several small or medium
archives.
The logical solution to this problem is the centralisation of the medical data archiving system on
the regional or national level rather than local lev-
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el only. Such organisation can improve the level of
health services in human resources, education, and
R&D, develop better and more comprehensive patient monitoring systems and possibility of improving new healthcare services.
The use of PACS creates a data sharing mechanism. These data may be delivered to a regional
PACS client or any XDS client (document user).
Apart from advantages such system can offer, it also
poses certain risks. The growth of a system to the regional level signi icantly increases the risk of its users, which also leads to signi icant increase in safety
risks. Therefore, it is necessary to analyse the risks
and develop mechanisms to enhance medical image
security.

SECURITY CONSIDERATION
The Royal College of Radiologist (RCR) prescribes standards for patient con identiality, and
RIS and PACS [11]. Con identiality is one of the basic
patient-physician relationship principles. However,
attention should be paid in introducing modern
technologies since this relationship may include
other participants as well. Pursuant to Data Protecwww.jita-au.com
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tion Act (1998) [3], the Human Rights Act (1998)
[8] and National Health Service Act (NHS) (2006)
[10], RCR de ines the following key identi ication
data on patients: patient’s name, address, full post
code, date of birth, pictures, photographs, videos,
audio tapes, NHS number, local patient identi iable
codes and anything else that maybe used to identify
a patient directly or indirectly, for example rare diseases, drug treatments etc.
Although PACS brings many possibilities to improve radiological practice on one hand, there is a
signi icant risk to patient con identiality on the other. This risk may occur in case of improper use of
PACS. Some of these examples are searching images
and results by medical staff not involved in a patient's care as well as searching images and results
by individuals unauthorized for the access to such
medical archives [11].
The 1996 Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) requires, among other
things, the protection from unauthorized access to
patient data [7]. Medical images obtained from CR,
CT, MRI, US etc. cannot be used without other information such as description of diagnosis, possible
reference to the history of disease, previous treatments and other information on the patient. This
complex set of information on the patient is highly
sensitive. This is why a high level of security is required for the data handled by regional PACS.
Training has always been one of the most important parts in radiology. Images adequate for
training or research need to be created as anonymous i.e. personal data on patient and other information that may indicate the patient's identity
during sending to the regional PACS that is used for
training and research need to be replaced with ictitious data.
Besides economic advantages, the service quality
such as greater availability, high reliability and scalability is the main incitement to use cloud computing. However, in case of outsourcing i.e. clinical data
transfer to the cloud, health institutions face many
challenges that should be taken into consideration
in the preparation phase of integration. Namely, privacy and con identiality of data in the cloud is the
main obstacle for cloud to be widely accepted due to
the risk of compromised user's data con identiality
when the data are transferred to cloud.
December 2018

PRIVACY PROTECTION AND REGULATION OF RIGHT TO
ACCESS
Data need to be protected at three different levels, as follows: a) data transferred in the public network, b) data stored on the regional PACS server and
c) user's access to these data.
Health institutions not covered by own optical
network are oriented to public networks, which is
much more economical but requires the use of data
protection cryptography.
The safety of data sent through public network
may be ensured by using dedicated optical cables
whenever possible, and by using encrypted tunnels with a high level of protection in all shared
lines used in another network traf ic. For this purpose, IPSEC tunneling (Internet Protocol Security
tunelling) may be used, most frequently with Advanced Encryption Standard AES-256 encrypting
algorithm. IPSEC is the most frequently used safety
control on network layer for private data protection
through public IP networks. Depending on how it is
implemented and con igured, IPSEC can provide any
combination of the following protection types: Conidentiality, Integrity, Authentication, Replay Attack
Protection, Traf ic Analysis Protection, and Access
Control [15]. The most frequent method of using
IPSEC implementations is Virtual Private Network
(VPN) service. VPN is a private network built on the
already existing physical network, which can ensure
a safe communication mechanism for data and information sent through the network.
The safety of data stored in a shared medical archive can be attained by using a hardware intended
for this purpose as well as strict restriction of physical and network access to the equipment. One of
the ways to implement the access control is to use
two irewalls, one of which is controlled by the local
health institution and its staff, and the other (external) irewall by the regional PACS engineering staff.
This allows the regional PACS administrators to control the access to central resources, while the health
institution network administrators can control the
access to their network. This allows anybody to have
the access to resources they are responsible for and
which they control. This refers to both network connection variants i.e. those implemented with optical
cables and those using IPSEC tunnel between the regional PACS server and local institution.
Journal of Information Technology and Applications
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Figure 1. Health institutions interconnection model using IPSEC tunnel

As with a local medical data exchange server, the
regional system must have the access to data; however, generally in this case the data are in a remote
location and need to be accessed through the public
network. The aspect of data privacy protection from
unauthorized reading and changing in the regional
systems expands the requirements the local PACS
needs to ful il. Data security must primarily be protected from those who are not system users.
When the local PACS is integrated into the regional system, there is the risk of unauthorized reading
of medical data. This risk is present primarily due to
the fact that local centres need to be connected into
a joint network. The right to access to the regional
system must be reduced in relation to the access to
the local PACS. This comes from the fact that system
users, generally, should not have the same rights in a
remote centre in comparison to a local centre.

The access to medical images and related data
must be de ined in line with users’ rights. The situation in the regional PACS is more complicated when
it comes to the local centre. The ownership structure of local centres is generally heterogeneous, and
the right of access policy and users’ privileges in the
system must be in line with the speci ic needs and
requirements. Table 1. shows an example of establishing the regional PACS users’ rights.
Digital identity can be de ined as a set of claims
made by one digital subject about itself or another
digital subject [2], while determining the digital
identity is reduced to what the subject: is ( ingerprint), knows (password), has (token), does (motor
skills), where he/she is etc.
Organized pairs of username and password may
be used to log into the local system. Although such
authentication system carries certain risks, it may

Table 1. Example of establishing a regional PACS system user's rights
Local center
Radiographer

Local center

Remote center
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Remote center

Radiologist

Radiologist

System Administrator

Image saving

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Image describing

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Raport writing

-

Yes

Yes

-

Raport reading

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Administration

-

-

-

Yes

Image saving

-

-

-

Yes

Image describing

-

-

Yes

Yes

Raport writing

-

-

Yes

-

Raport reading

-

-

Yes

Yes

Administration

-

-

-

Yes
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yield satisfactory results in some speci ic cases.
PACS users identity in more complex systems may
be based on Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). In that
case, it is expected that every user that uses more
than one workstation or who shares a workstation
with someone else must possess Dongle that generates a private key. The competent body prescribes
an appropriate public key. The issue of medical specialists’ electronic identity should be solved globally
i.e. for the whole system [16].
When regional PACS is used for educational or
scienti ic purposes, it is important to establish the
coordination in marking medical images with ictitious data so that the patient’s identity always
remain hidden. On the other hand, students or researchers have the access not only to individual
medical images but also to series of images for a
more complex insight into the history of disease and
applied treatments. It is very important to deny access to sensitive and con idential information on the
patient. A frame structure for training consists of
the case study object. Every such object is a hypertext object describing a speci ic medical case and directing to relevant, also anonymous medical images.
The data for a real patient originating from different
clinical centres must use the same ictitious identity.
Such principle allows students a more complex insight into the history of disease. Using Web Access
to DICOM Objects (WADO) service, web client may
require the access to DICOM objects such as medical
images or medical reports in a remote repository.
One of important parameters supported by WADO
service is data anonymisation. It enables removal of
all identi ication patient’s data from DICOM objects
if those have not been previously removed [4].
The current state of cloud computing does not
guarantee privacy and con identiality of stored data
due to possible publishing and unauthorized use of
those data. World Privacy Forum (WPF) suggests
several pieces of advice for cloud computer users:
a) the terms of service provision need to be carefully considered prior to storing any information
into cloud and, if the terms are inappropriate or unclear, another cloud provider should be taken into
consideration. b) information stored in cloud are
more available than those in a private computer, due
to which sensitive information should not be transferred into the cloud. c) in case of data withdrawal
December 2018

by users, it is important that the cloud provider does
not retain the right to those data. d) During a change
in requirements for service provision, make sure the
user is informed on it [6]. This clearly shows that
there are great risks regarding data con identiality
in using of cloud service.
Even in case of data anonymisation it is possible
that they can be illegally used or sold to a third party for statistical purpose. Therefore, cloud computing without additional systems of data privacy and
con identiality is inadequate for storing any kind of
con idential information. It is often impossible to
provide a system so that it can avoid information
‘leak’ or data mining performed to separate certain
patterns from medical data. Apart from that, there
are many unclear situations such us ‘if provider goes
bankrupt, what will happen to the data in cloud?’
Furthermore, there is the issue of provider’s headquarters, users’ headquarters and server location
not being in the same countries, each of them having different legislation: In case of a dispute, which
law is applicable? Therefore, these situations should
also be taken into account when creating a system
working under cloud.
In order to combine two concepts - Cross Enterprise Document Sharing for Imaging (XDS-I) and
public cloud - it is necessary to ensure the privacy
and con identiality of protected medical information (PHI) without removing the interoperability
between XDS-I pro ile. The way the privacy and
con identiality, and at the same time interoperability in migration of two XDS-I pro iles to cloud, are
ensured is by applying some of protection procedures such as coding during storing and on-thely decoding, or middleware coding/decoding and
XDS-I with privacy protection. XDS-I with privacy
protection allows protection and interoperability
on the architecture level because trends and actors
would be the same as in XDS pro ile. The shortcoming of this is the lack of interoperability on the
document level because such pro ile has not been
planned by IHE yet [12].

DIGITAL WATERMARKING
DICOM is the standard for transmission and storage of medical images. All installed equipment in a
shared system should be fully DICOM compatible.
The main content of DICOM image is medical visuJournal of Information Technology and Applications
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al information, while DICOM header also contains
metadata. These very sensitive data should be adequately protected.
Digital watermarking offers a suitable technique
to ensure the authenticity and copyrights of medical
images. For watermarking to be useful, the process
of adding watermark on a medical image should be
done immediately after obtaining the image on modality.
In respect of the visibility, watermarks are classi ied into visible and hidden, while in terms of resistance, watermarks are classi ied into robust and
fragile watermarks.
A visible watermark is easily visible with the naked eye. This watermark is inserted into an image
to be almost impossible to separate it and get the
original image. This method can be used to prevent
illegal distribution of medical images.
There are much more methods of marking with
invisible watermark than method of marking with
visible watermark. Invisible watermarks are hidden
within the content. They can be detected only with
authorized programs. They are used for protection
and copyright authentication, ownership con irmation and detection of unauthorized copying. Inserted watermarks are resistant to image processing.
Robust watermarks are resistant to attacks and
can be used for copyright protection.
Fragile digital watermarks can be easily destroyed during each attempt of data manipulation
and hence they are used to detect changes in digital
content. They allow data authentication.
Depending on domain insertion they are classiied into spatial, transform and parametric watermarks.
In spatial domain technique, a digital watermark
is inserted into positions of lower bits that are not
very signi icant for image display so that the display
quality is not impaired. Digital watermark insertion
techniques are quite simple and are relatively eficient way to insert an invisible watermark inside
an image. Unfortunately, spatial domain techniques
are not very resistant to common forms of data manipulation. This method is mainly used to provide
authenticity.
The parametric method is based on transforming
the original image on the parametric level, where
the original image is manipulated by changing its
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parameters such as illumination, contrast or even
colour in case of colour medical images.
Transformational (frequency) domain is the way
to insert a digital watermark inside an image that
begins with transformation of the original image in
a frequency domain. The most used mathematical
transform in digital watermark protection methods
are Discrete Fourier transform (DFT), Discrete cosine transform (DCT) and Discrete wavelet transform (DWT).When using these techniques, watermarks are not added to intensities of individual
parts of an image but to transform ratios, and the
image with a digital watermark is obtained by inverse transformation. Such techniques are far more
ef icient since they allow for the human visual system properties in determining the watermark position inside the image.
This method (Transformational)is the most suitable for medical imaging as it neither impairs the
quality of the original image nor changes the image
parameters such as i.e. contrast, illumination or bit
depth [14]. This method belongs to highly resistant
methods in terms of the use of ilters and compression.
A valuation of the existing protection methods using a digital watermark in terms of their resistance
to imprint and subsequent digitalisation process has
shown that the highest potential is in methods that
disperse (distribute) the energy of a digital watermark across the entire digital signal. Such approach
is inherently resistant to degradation caused by the
process of imprinting and subsequent digitalisation,
which arises from the very properties of mathematical transform, which is the basis of the approach.
The use of such method is unsuitable since even
the tiniest bit changes may render a proper diagnosis problematic. However, RONI (Region of Non
Interest), a method that inserts a watermark into a
part of medical image that is not used in diagnostics, may be a compromise solution. The solution is
a compromise because it uses the positive aspect of
watermarking. However, ROI (Region of Interest) remains unprotected i.e. without watermark.
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